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Mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteome analysis relies heavily
on the presence of complete protein databases. Such a strategy
is extremely powerful, albeit not adequate in the analysis of unpre-
dicted postgenome events, such as posttranslational modifications,
which exponentially increase the search space. Therefore, it is of
interest to explore “database-free” approaches. Here, we sampled
the ostrich and human proteomes with a method facilitating de
novo sequencing, utilizing the protease Lys-N in combination with
electron transfer dissociation. By implementing several validation
steps, including the combined use of collision-induced dissociation/
electron transfer dissociation data and a cross-validation with con-
ventional database search strategies, we identified approximately
2,500 unique de novo peptide sequences from the ostrich sample
with over 900 peptides generating full backbone sequence cover-
age. This dataset allowed the appropriate positioning of ostrich
in the evolutionary tree. The described database-free sequencing
approach is generically applicable and has great potential in impor-
tant proteomics applications such as in the analysis of variable
parts of endogenous antibodies or proteins modified by a plethora
of complex posttranslational modifications.

Generally, analyzing the cellular or tissue protein content
poses a significant analytical challenge because of the com-

plexity of the proteome, the high dynamic range in protein abun-
dances, and the presence of posttranslational modifications
(PTMs). Proteomic analysis by MS has taken on this challenge,
utilizing the increasing sensitivity and peptide sequencing speed
of MS instruments and getting closer to mapping complete pro-
teomes (1, 2). Sequencing proteolytic peptides using fragmentation
by collision-induced dissociation (CID) is common practice in high
throughput proteome analyses. These fragmentation spectra are
then searched against large protein sequence databases containing
the predicted spectra, derived from curated genome/protein data-
bases (3). The resulting peptide matches are scored based on the
overlap between experimental and theoretical spectra (3, 4). To
improve peptide identification, alternative fragmentation methods
can be used, such as electron capture/transfer dissociation (ECD/
ETD), which primarily result in peptide dissociation of the N-Cα

bond (5, 6). ETD largely complements CID especially for longer
peptides containing multiple basic residues (7).

MS-based proteomics has evolved into the preferred method
for large-scale proteome analysis, although the dependence on
gene or protein databases poses a limitation such as when, for
example, no accurate proteome database exists, or when complex
and/or multiple modifications are present that are not straight-
forwardly identified with conventional database search strategies
(8, 9). To alleviate the dependence of MS-based proteome ana-
lysis on databases and thus assisting the analysis of protein PTMs,
alternative strategies that do not depend on databases for protein
identifications are useful. One such approach utilizes peptide de
novo sequencing where the fragmentation spectra are not matched
against databases but interpreted by applying established fragmen-
tation rules to attain the peptide sequence (10–12). After de novo
sequence analysis, the identified peptides can be submitted to a

sequence alignment and similarity search using, for example,
BLAST (13).

De novo sequencing is challenging partly due to the complicat-
ing presence of multiple and redundant fragment ion series. To
reduce misassignments, approaches have been suggested based
on improved mass accuracy or precision (14, 15), combining com-
plementary fragmentation data (14, 16, 17) or the simplification
of fragmentation spectra by using chemical derivatization to
manipulate peptide behavior (18). Recently, we introduced a
biochemical approach to simplify fragment spectra based on the
protease Lys-N (19), which has enzymatic cleavage specificity for
the N-terminal side of lysine residues. Using Lys-N, the majority
of the proteolytic peptides contain a single N-terminal lysine
residue and can be enriched by strong cation exchange (SCX)
chromatography (20). These peptides generate predominantly
sequence diagnostic “c” ion series upon ETD (19), resulting in
easy to interpret sequence ladders, which opens up a unique
avenue for de novo sequencing and, as we show here, markedly
reduces the dependence on databases.

Results and Discussion
Here, we explored the performance of our de novo sequencing
approach by investigating the proteomes of ostrich and human.
An ostrich meat sample was therefore processed, and the protein
content treated with Lys-N. The resulting peptides that contained
a single lysine at the N terminus were enriched by SCX, after
which this pool of peptides was subjected to MS-based sequen-
cing. Intrinsic to the ETD process is the loss of one proton
through charge reduction. We have previously demonstrated that
in a single proton scenario, the basic moieties influence which
fragment ions will be observed (19, 21). The proportion of c
and z ions is dependent on the basicity present at each terminus.
In the case of tryptic peptides, there are basic moieties present
at both termini and so a population of both c and z ions will
be observed where the dominance of each series depends on the
gas phase basicity of the involved basic moieties. In the case of
Lys-N 2þ peptides, both basic moieties are present at the N ter-
minus, causing ETD spectra for these peptides to be dominated
by c ions. Because the charge density of the enriched N-terminal
lysine containing peptides is low, supplemental activation (22) is
used in all ETD experiments. The overall workflow is represented
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schematically in Fig. 1. We initially used the simplicity of the ETD
fragmentation spectra of the single lysine containing peptides to
deduce their sequences by automated de novo sequencing using
an inhouse developed algorithm (23). The primary output of the
algorithm consists of a de novo peptide library containing multiple
putative solutions for each query. Subsequently, we uploaded the
peptide library into Mascot to score the same query against the
derived de novo sequences. The size of the de novo spectral library
of possible solutions was considerable in size, approximately three
times the size of International Protein Index (IPI) Human, due to
the presence of a high number of putative solutions with high si-
milarity. This ambiguity was caused largely by sequence gaps in the
fragment ion series, leading to the algorithm generating all possible
amino acid combinations that could explain the gap. To obtain an
estimate of the quality of our results, we constructed a decoy pep-
tide library by reversing the sequence of the putative solutions with
the exception of the N and C termini (e.g., KANYPEPTIDE be-
comes KDITPEPYNAE) and conducted the decoy searches in a
concatenated database fashion (24). Although decoy searches can-

not determine the success rate of the de novo approach, it does
give a handle on the quality of the spectra used.

Because we analyzed each peptide by ETD and CID, it was
possible to use the CID data as part of a validation strategy.
We scored the CID spectra against the ETD putative solutions
derived by de novo sequencing using Mascot. The results mostly
agreed with the solutions provided by the de novo algorithm, but
often differed in terms of their ranking when there were multiple
highly similar solutions. The occurrence of incomplete sequence
information obtainable from either the CID and/or ETD spectra
frequently caused this disagreement. It is well documented that
CID and ETD can be highly complementary in covering parts of
a peptide sequence (14, 16, 25). Therefore, for every precursor we
combined the ETD and CID ion score of the agreeing matches
in the top 10 rankings, and took forward the highest-ranking com-
bined score. Essentially, CID helps eliminate the gaps present
in the ETD data and allows the multiple solutions for the ETD
data to collapse, often to a single solution. This resulted in the
identification of 2,744 de novo peptides, originating from ap-
proximately 27,000 ETD/CID spectra pairs, generating an anno-
tation rate of >10% for our de novo sequencing approach.

To assess the performance of our de novo approach we per-
formed two direct comparisons between identifications obtained
from de novo sequencing and a conventional database-searching
approach. First, we matched our Lys-N ETD ostrich dataset
against one of the closest related species with a sequenced gen-
ome, the chicken, (26) as well as against the entire UniProt
database, using the Mascot search engine (Fig. 2A). We observed
an exceptionally high false discovery rate (FDR) value for the
chicken result that we argue can largely be explained by the low
similarity between ostrich and chicken. Adjusting the Mascot
acceptance criteria to obtain an FDR <1% reduced the number
of unique peptide identifications to 180, of which most belonged
to highly conserved proteins such as Myosin. When we searched
the experimental data against the entire UniProt database, the
obtained results were worse still (Fig. 2A). These results show
that for the experimental ostrich data, random matches largely
dominate the IPI chicken or complete UniProt database search
results. As pointed out by Vallender et al. (27) genetically close
related species still frequently display amino acid changes in every
protein. Birds have rapidly diverged and ostrich and chicken are
distant family members, (26) as reflected in our poor protein
identification numbers. Our de novo sequencing approach, in
contrast, is able to generate a large number of peptide sequences
from the fragmentation spectra independent of databases.

Next, we assessed the performance of the de novo approach
against a conventional database-searching strategy using a sample
originating from a highly accurate genome using experimental
MS data from a single SCX fraction of Lys-N digested human
HEK293 cells. To allow a fair comparison between both methods
we filtered the ETD and CID data in both approaches, based on
the highest combined score. When we plotted the number of de
novo peptides identified in the human experiment against
the combined CID/ETD score, we obtained a “Boltzmann-like”
distribution (Fig. 2B), which is somewhat atypical and can be
related to the use of paired identifications. Standard database
search strategies usually generate a bimodal score distribution
with the dominant false positive distribution present at the low
scoring side of the graph that is present (albeit at a lower level
than normal) when using the database search strategy (24, 28, 29)
(Fig. 2C). Evaluating the decoy results for the human de novo
data indicated an FDR of 1%, where only 10 decoy hits were ob-
served after the filtering process (Fig. 2B). The low FDR level
result suggests that only a few of the spectra are matched against
decoy sequences within our de novo dataset. Both strategies gen-
erated, in common, solutions for 745 CID/ETD pairwise queries
(Fig. 2D). Focusing on these queries, the de novo and database
strategies agreed fully on 183 sequences, representing a success

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the de novo pipeline. After Lys-N protein
digestion and SCX enrichment of peptides containing a single N-terminal
lysine, a nanoliter flow liquid chromatography separation and a mass
spectrometric analysis is performed. Each peptide is sequenced using the
fragmentation techniques ETD and CID. The resulting spectra are, subse-
quently, read into the de novo algorithm, which performs noise filtering
and de novo interpretation. From approximately 27,000 ETD spectra, this
process resulted in more than 5.5 million possible sequence solutions for
11,183 spectra. The algorithm output consists of a library of all possible pep-
tide solutions alongside the coordinates of the parent spectrum. To retrieve
the best match between the ETD fragment spectrum and its reported de
novo sequences, the de novo sequence library, alongside a decoy library of
equivalent size, is uploaded into the identification engine Mascot that then
performs its ownmatching process on the ETD data. To diminish false positive
identifications further, the paired CID data are also matched by Mascot
against the de novo solutions. The resulting matches are then filtered such
that only results for an ETD spectrum obtained by Mascot originating from a
de novo solution for the same spectrum are acceptable. The paired CID scan
must also match the same solution(s). If multiple solutions match both the
ETD and CID scans then the two scores for the same solution are combined
and the highest-ranking result is taken forward. In this way, we can exploit
the complementarity of the two fragmentation techniques. The entire pro-
cess resulted in 8,890 de novo peptide solutions that represent an agreement
between Mascot and the de novo algorithm as well as an agreement be-
tween ETD and CID. Collapsing the data further led to 2,744 unique nonre-
dundant peptide sequences.
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rate of 25%, and if we consider “raw peak lists” we obtain a success
rate of 6.3%. As reported previously by our group, the remaining
75% contain a certain amount of ambiguity in their reported
sequence, which may incorporate the true result. Additionally, the
receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves for the de novo
and database-based search show a similar trend (Fig. S1), provid-
ing further confidence in our de novo approach.

Due to the absence of a database, we cannot obtain the exact
level of accuracy for the ostrich experiment, although in principle,
it will be similar to that obtained for the human experiment
because the strategy is independent of the analyzed species. We
can, however, estimate the quality of the data by calculating the
level of peptide coverage through the presence of b, y, and c ions.
A detailed summary of the information for each peptide [SCX
fraction, scan number, peptide sequence, peptide length, number
of fragments observed, coverage (%), coverage in the sequence,
fragment ions annotated, combined score, combined score normal-
ized for peptide length, ETD score, ETD rank, CID score, CID
rank, and delta score] can be found in Table S1. Furthermore, plots
of peptide length and combined score versus coverage (%)
(Fig. S2) show a global view of the information captured for each
peptide by our de novo approach. We observed a minimum of 50%
of fragment sequence coverage for the data and 923 peptides with
complete backbone coverage. Moreover, because we know the
phylogenetic location of ostrich, (26) we attempted to obtain
the degree of accuracy in our experiment by conducting a phylo-
genetic analysis. We infer the position of the ostrich in the tree of
life using the de novo proteomics analysis and compare this tree to
the taxonomic tree as provided by the National Center for Biotech-
nology Information (NCBI) (30) (Fig. S3). One of the classical
ways of positioning a species in the tree of life is the generation
of a phylogenetic tree based on a multiple sequence alignment
of one-to-one orthologs in all species of interest (31). As there
is no complete genome sequence available for the ostrich, we infer

orthology by globally aligning ostrich peptides against several
species chosen to represent multiple levels of evolutionary rela-
tionship within the tree of life at different distances from the os-
trich. We chose two avian species, chicken and zebra finch, and two
species that are more distant, lizard and human (Fig. 3A). Chicken
is supposedly the closest relative to ostrich for which the genome is
sequenced and the zebra finch is more distant but still on the same
avian branch. Amaximum likelihood tree of the concatenatedmul-
tiple sequence alignments of these peptides with their orthologs
(Fig. 3B) has exactly the same topology as the tree provided by
NCBI taxonomy (Fig. S3). The topology of the resulting tree from
the negative control (Fig. 3C) is different from the topology of the
tree based on real data, incorrectly placing ostrich with lizard. This
shows that the topology of the original tree is in fact dependent on
the primary sequence of the de novo peptides, and does not merely
reflect amino acid composition. The correctly generated phyloge-
netic tree of life based just on the de novo data clearly corroborates
our approach. Functional analysis of the peptides that could be
mapped to chicken proteins further underlines the biological sig-
nificance of our results: as expected, the most significantly overre-
presented gene ontology (GO) slim category is “generation of
precursor metabolites and energy” (GO-ID 6091; p < 1e-04)
and includes peptides mapped to the chicken proteins muscle
phosphofructokinase (ENSGALP00000021650) and malate dehy-
drogenase (ENSGALP00000014374).

The simple ladder sequences generated in our de novo
approach provide benefits in the confident site determination of
posttranslational modifications as illustrated (in Fig. 3D) by the
fragmentation spectra of the ostrich phosphopeptide KGILAA-
DESTGSIA from fructose-biphosphate aldolase A. We could dis-
tinguish with ease this peptide in two different phosphorylated
forms using Lys-N and ETD. An additional illustrative example
is the identification of two peptides containing an acetylated
lysine (indicated in red, Fig. 3E). BLAST searching revealed that
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Fig. 2. Performance characteristics of the Lys-N ETD de novo sequencing strategy. (A) Peptide identification results from aMascot search of the Lys-N peptides
derived from ostrich against the IPI chicken and the combined UniProt databases. The database search against IPI chicken resulted in the identification of 2,867
forward peptides (p < 0.05) and 959 decoy peptides (using the Mascot decoy strategy), leading to an FDR of 33.5%. Forcing the IPI chicken identification
procedure to reach an FDR <1% required stringent Mascot identification criteria (p value <0.0001 and score > 44), reducing the number of unique peptide
identifications 15-fold to 180. The database search against the UniProt database identified 2,384 forward peptides (p < 0.05) and 963 decoy peptides, resulting
again in an FDR of 40%. Adjusting the p value to <0.0001 resulted in an FDR of 10.1% at a Mascot score cutoff of >55, and the identification of only 44 unique
peptides. (B) Combined CID/ETD Mascot score plotted against the number of unique peptides identified (decoy hits depicted in green) for a single SCX fraction
of Lys-N digested human HEK293 cells using the de novo sequencing identification strategy and (C) using a conventional IPI-human-based database search
strategy. The results from the IPI human database showed increased false positive hits at lower Mascot ion scores (ion score < 30), whereas this number was
significantly lower in the de novo strategy. (D) Comparison between the de novo workflow, as applied to the ostrich data, and a conventional database search
against IPI human for a human HEK293 sample. The de novo workflow resulted in 1,097 paired CID/ETD queries generating the identification of 1,029 unique
peptide sequences from this single SCX fraction. The common database search generated 1,492 unique peptides with an FDR of 1%. Both strategies had 745
CID/ETD pairwise queries in common, of which 183 peptide sequences agreed fully, representing a minimum success rate of 25%.
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both these peptides originate from the ostrich protein L-lactate
dehydrogenase A chain, whose human homologue was recently
reported to be highly acetylated at numerous lysine residues (32).
The unique lysine acetylation sites reported here (Fig. 3F) are
localized on highly conserved lysines, in line with a recent report
claiming high degrees of conservation for lysine acetylation (33).

In all these examples, a traditional database search would have
had difficulty resolving the correct peptides. The phosphorylated
ostrich peptide sequences, although conserved in human (34) are
completely absent from the IPI chicken database and the lysine
acetylated peptides from ostrich contain point mutations when com-

pared to their chicken and other homolog sequences. Moreover,
the second acetylated peptide (KQVVDSAYEVNKacL) contains
additionally a unique, single nucleotide exchange, isoleucine to as-
paragine mutation (indicated in green, Fig. 3F), providing further
illustrative evidence of the potential of the presented approach.

Notably, our human data revealed a number of spectra result-
ing in high scoring de novo identification results for which the IPI
based database search gave no or very poor results (Fig. 4 and
Fig. S4). Alignment searches of the de novo identified sequences
using BLAST did not reveal any similarities with known proteins.
We generated synthetic peptides of several of these de novo pep-
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Fig. 3. Phylogenetic analysis of the peptide dataset generated by the de novo approach. (A) Ensembl Compara-based alignment of concatenated de novo
identified peptides (peptides are separated by X) with the sequence of four selected species at different evolutionary distance, i.e., chicken, zebra finch, lizard,
and human. Because the de novo approach cannot distinguish between isoleucine and leucine, I is changed to L. All ostrich derived de novo peptides that map
uniquely to a protein in one or more of these species are selected and of these peptides, the subset that mapped to a protein with exactly one orthologous
sequence in the other species was used for the alignment. (B) Maximum likelihood tree of the concatenated multiple sequence alignments of the selected
peptides with their orthologs. There was high bootstrap support for the distinct avian branch (67%), as well as for the distinct differentiation within the avian
branch (85%). (C) Negative control. Maximum likelihood tree of the concatenated multiple sequence alignments of the selected peptides with their orthologs
after randomizing the order of the residues in the peptides of our species of interest. There was high bootstrap support (85%) for incorrectly placing ostrich
with lizard. (D) ETD MS/MS spectra of two different forms of the ostrich phosphopeptide KGILAADESTGSIA clearly revealed the site localization capabilities of
this approach with a clear distinction between the isobaric phosphopeptides KGILAADESTGpSIA and KGILAADEpSTGSIA. (E) ETD MS/MS spectra of two lysine
acetylated peptides from the protein ostrich L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain, whose human homologue is known to be heavily decorated with lysine acet-
ylations and (F) sequence alignment of these peptides from ostrich with several other species showing the acetylated lysines (in red), the high conservation of
the lysine found to be acetylated in our study, and a novel point mutation (in green).
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tides unknown by IPI; the resulting ETD fragment spectra were
largely indistinguishable from the HEK293 experimental peptide
spectra (Fig. 5), suggesting these sequences are real but are not pre-
sent in current high quality databases. When we used a combined
score cutoff for our de novo identifications, we observed 202 pep-
tide sequences that were not identified in the database approach.

In summary, we demonstrate here a de novo approach that
exploits the simple ladder sequences generated by ETD dissocia-
tion of single lysine Lys-N peptides for peptide sequencing. De
novo sequencing of these fragment ladders leads to a remarkable
25% success rate of completely correct peptide sequences. The
remaining 75% of peptides identified by our de novo approach
contain a certain amount of ambiguity in amino acid assignment,
(23, 35) which may be improved using mass spectrometers with
superior ETD supplemental activation (36) and by performing
ECD/ETD at high mass accuracy (14, 37). Although genome
sequencing has become relatively easy in recent years, we argue
that our de novo approach will be a valuable tool in, for instance,
the analysis of hypervariable parts of proteins as presented in
antibodies, and proteins obtained from extinct species (8, 38).
As it becomes apparent that several key proteins are highly de-
corated by various co-occurring PTMs, the application of our
approach will be most beneficial in the analysis of such complex
posttranslational modifications.

Materials and Methods
Sample Preparation. Approximately 500 mg of ostrich muscle tissue (ob-
tained, as a steak, at the local butcher) was homogenized in 8 M urea using
a Dounce Homogenizer. The resulting tissue suspension was further homo-
genized by microtip sonication (Labsonic M; Sartorius AG), after which the
sample was centrifuged at 14;000 × g for 30 min at 4 °C. A fraction of the
supernatant (corresponding to 481 μg of protein, as determined by Bradford)
was placed on a 1D SDS/PAGE gel and run approximately 1 cm into the gel.
The resulting single band was excised and cut into four pieces and washed
with ammonium bicarbonate. Subsequently, the content of the gel pieces

was reduced and alkylated with DTT and iodoacetamide, respectively. After
further washing the gel was incubated with Lys-N (metalloendopeptidase
derived from Grifola frondosa; Seikagaku Corporation) (protein:enzyme
85∶1) overnight at 37 °C. Peptides were extracted using 5% formic acid.

HEK293T cells were lysed by resuspension in lysis buffer containing 50 mM
ammonium bicarbonate, 8 M urea, EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail
(Roche), 1 mM potassium fluoride, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, and 5 mM
potassium phosphate. The mixture was vortexed for 20 min on ice. After
centrifugation at 1;000 × g for 10 min at 4 °C to pellet unbroken cells and
debris, the HEK293 lysate was reduced and alkylated with DTT and iodoace-
tamide, respectively, and digested with Lys-N at an enzyme/substrate ratio
of 1∶85 in 8 M urea/50 mM NH4HCO3, pH 8.0, overnight at 37 °C (39).

Strong Cation Exchange Chromatography. SCX was performed essentially as
described previously, (20) using an Agilent 1100 HPLC system (Agilent Tech-
nologies) with two C18 Opti-Lynx (Optimized Technologies) guard columns
and a polysulfoethyl A SCX column (PolyLC; 200 × 2.1 mm inner diameter,
5 μm, 200 Å). A total of 50 SCX fractions (1 min each; i.e., 50 μL elution
volume) were collected and dried in a vacuum centrifuge.

Liquid Chromatography (LC) MS/MS Experiments. The dried SCX fractions were
resuspended in 40 μL of 10% formic acid and 10 μL of each of the SCX frac-
tions 7–16 were subjected to nano-LC-MS/MS analysis, performed on an Agi-
lent 1200 HPLC system (Agilent Technologies) connected to an Orbitrap XL
Mass Spectrometer equipped with an ETD source (Thermo Scientific), as pre-
viously described (40). Parent ions were fragmented by CID and ETD in data
dependent mode with an automatic gain control value of 5.00eþ 04 and a
maximum injection time of 500 ms. ETD fragmentation was performed with
supplemental activation, fluoranthene was used as reagent anion, and ion/
ion reaction time in the ion trap was charge state dependent with 50 ms re-
action for 2þ ions, 33.3 ms for 3þ ions, and 25 ms for 4þ ions.

Data Processing and Standard Database Searching and Protein Identification.
RawMS data were converted to peak lists using Proteome Discoverer, version
1.0 (Thermo Scientific). Spectra were searched against the IPI Human data-
base version 3.36 (69,012 sequences; 29.002682 million residues), IPI chicken
version 3.40 (25,685 sequences; 12,430,339 residues) and the UniProt data-
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base version 56.2 (398,181 sequences; 143.572911 million residues) using
Mascot software version 2.2.0 (Matrix Science), with Lys-N cleavage specifi-
city. The database search was made with the following parameters: a peptide
tolerance of�10 ppm, a fragment tolerance of�0.6 Da, allowing twomissed
cleavages, carbamidomethyl as fixed modification, oxidation, phosphoryla-
tion, and acetylation (protein N terminus) as variable modifications. Mascot
interpretation was accepted for N-terminal acetylation and phosphorylation
site assignment.

Protein De Novo Identification. Protein identification was performed by an
in-house developed algorithm for de novo sequencing of Lys-N generated
peptides fragmented by ETD, as described before (23). In short, the program
consists of two components. The first consists of a collection of preprocessing
algorithms to perform noise filtering, and the second contains a heuristic
algorithm that performs the actual peptide identification, tuned to specifi-
cally handle the ETD data generated Lys-N proteolytic peptides. Essentially,
the algorithm builds sequences constructed by searching solely for c-type
ion fragments. The algorithm takes into account possible neutral losses
frequently observed in ETD and the possibility of missing c ions, due to, for
example, the presence of proline residues. The algorithm output consists of
a library of all possible peptides solutions alongside the raw spectra details.

Phylogenetic Analysis. Predicted proteomes of human (Homo sapiens), lizard
(Anolis carolinensi), chicken (Gallus gallus), and zebra finch (Taeniopygia
guttata) were downloaded from Ensembl (41). All isoleucine residues were
changed to leucines, because of ourmass spectrometry data cannot distinguish
between these residues. The longest splice variant of each gene was used. De
novo peptides weremapped against these proteomes using glsearch (42). Pep-

tides were filtered using the following criteria (all criteria need to be met): (i)
Hits should have an e value of 1e-03 or lower and a sequence identity of at
least 70%; (ii) if a peptide has multiple hits in a species, there should be a un-
ique best hit; (iii) if a peptide has hits in multiple species, the best hits need to
be in the same orthologous group. Orthologous groups and the alignments of
these groups were downloaded from Ensembl Compara (41). The parts of the
alignments of orthologous groups that were hit by a de novo peptide were
selected based on the start and stop coordinates of the glsearch high-scoring
segment pairs. These subalignments had tomeet the following criteria: (i) each
of the species of interest (human, lizard, chicken, and finch) should have ex-
actly one protein in the orthologous group; (ii) if there are any gaps in the sub
alignment, they need to be in the same column. All sub alignments and cor-
responding de novo peptides were concatenated and a phylogenetic tree was
generated using Phyml (43). For the negative control, randomized peptides
were generated by shuffling residues on a per peptide basis, leaving the N-
terminal lysine residue in place. The procedure was repeated 100 times. A phy-
logenetic tree was generated for each of these datasets as described above
and the consensus tree was identified using Consense (44). Functional overre-
presentation was determined using Fisher’s exact test. P values were adjusted
for multiple testing through Bonferroni correction.
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